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ings. Also, there was bears around. We had to* really fix up our camping .

so the bears wouldn't get 'round us,vbut they did. They smelled of the food

and what else. So* we stayed there, I just don't remember how long we
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. stayed there in Yellowstone, but I remember well we camped there and went.

to different places-.-went to see the geyser go up and we also visit another

place—hot spring. This hot spring, when1you throw dirty handkerchief in,

it come out a there clean. It was a little geyser. It blew up and came

out of the water clean. And also there was other'springs. There was real—

kind of a black water" boiling from the earth. We saw that in several-places.

It was kind of a scary place we thought. But we were there, so we stayed

a few days. Then, we left.
r

MORE INTERESTING SIGHTS - CUSTER'S BATTLEFIELD

So after we l e f t , I just don't remember just what direction we went, but
* \

that was some exciting trip we had. I often wonder later how everything i s ,

I imagine i t i s all*4mproved and highways are better and a l l . I would like

to go back the way we travel sometimes in later. While we were at LaPlunt's>

place, why± we'finally--the lakes--the streams were so-clear. That i s what

they were drinkin1--drinking water. And they also got their ice from the

lake, the streams of the water in the winter time for their ice for the

summer. They also kept, i t in the—they kept i t in this sawdus^. Regular

ice house built to keep the ice. And as weScome along, we come through
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Custer's battlefield. And it was something to see. hen, from there,-I just

can't recall which direction we came after we left, but I guess we come on.

(Long Pause)

(Where have you gotten now?)

DEVIL'S TOWER - HELL' HALF ACRE
I have forgotten about another trip we made from where we were camp in*. We


